Cisco 500-710 Exam
Volume: 91 Questions

Question No:1
Which troubleshooting tool does an engineer use to determine whether a cat! is being subjected
to traversal bandwidth restrictions?
A. registration log
B. calls log
C. search history log
D. event log
Answer: D

Question No:2
Which method does the Conductor use to determine the source of an incoming call to a
rendezvous type conference?
A. conference IP addresses
B. location IP addresses
C. management IP addresses
D. source IP addresses
Answer: B

Question No:3
Where in the TMS application does an engineer add individual endpoints or infrastructure to the
TMS database?
A. System > Navigator
B. System > System Overview
C. System > Provisioning
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D. System > Manage Dial Plan
Answer: A

Question No:4
Cisco Meeting Server can be deployed using three different deployment models, which option
lists deployment models that are the best solution to accommodate fail-over?
A. single combined server deployment
B. scaled and resilient server deployment
C. scaled and combined server deployment
D. single split server deployment
Answer: B

Question No:5
In an H.323 call that is not interworked, which three signaling protocols are routed through the
Expressway? (Choose three.)
A. RTP
B. Q.931
C. H.254
D. RAS
E. RTCP
F. H.245
Answer: A E F

Question No:6
Which two methods can be used in TMS to schedule conferences? (Choose two.)
A. Administrative Tools > Configuration > Conference Settings
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B. Booking > New Conference
C. Scheduling > New Conference
D. Reporting > Conferences
E. Monitoring > Conference Control Center
Answer: A B

Question No:7
An engineer wants to add a domain to a numeric E.164 alias dialed by an H.323 endpoint. Which
opinion is the Cisco recommended method to add this domain in the Expressway
configurations?
A. transforms
B. user policy
C. service preference
D. call policy
Answer: A

Question No:8
Which option do Enterprise settings on Cisco Spark determine?
A. where user information comes from
B. how connectors are integrated in a hybrid deployment
C. bot integration
D. API integration
Answer: A

Question No:9
Which statement about Call Service Connect on a Cisco Spark Hybrid deployment is true?
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A. Call Service Connect does not require media traversal capabilities or licenses to be installed.
B. Mutual TLS can be used to deploy Call Service Connect, but it is not required.
C. Call Service Aware does not need be deployed to use Call Service Connect.
D. Call Service Connect allows integration between Cisco Spark and Cisco Unified
Communications Manager.
Answer: D

Question No:10
Which statement about setting up a call bridge cluster for a resilient and scalable Cisco Meeting
Server deployment is true?
A. Call bridges can connect to databases in full mesh.
B. Call bridges only connect to the master database.
C. Only one call bridge should be configured per domain in a database cluster.
D. Call bridges can read/write to any database in a cluster at anytime.
Answer: A

Question No:11
Cisco Meeting Server uses four API commands to interact with the server. Which API command
is used to modify a configuration setting on the Cisco Meeting Server?
A. DELETE
B. PUT
C. POST
D. GET
Answer: B

Question No:12
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Which two statements about the relationship between the Expressway series and the Cisco
Unified Communications Manager are true? (Choose two.)
A. The Expressway solution can be peered with a Cisco Unified Communications Manager to
allow for greater capabilities.
B. The Expressway series can never operate as a standalone call-control solution.
C. The Expressway series requires the peering with a Cisco Unified Communications Manager to
act as a call-control device.
D. The Expressway series may operate as a standalone call-control solution.
E. The Expressway series only supports SIP-based communications.
Answer: A B

Question No:13
When you write a new app in Tropo, in which format must the app scripts be saved?
A. .xml
B. .wav
C. .mp4
D. Js
E. .json
Answer: D

Question No:14
Which group of items must be configured when adding a Cisco Meeting Server to TMS before the
server can be used in scheduled conferences?
A. DNS address, numeric ID base, numeric ID quantity
B. domain, numeric ID base, conference ID range
C. MAC address, numeric ID base, numeric ID quantity
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